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Abstract
Theobjectiveof this researchpaper is todesign, simulateandcompare componentsof a race carbraking
system.TheRacecar is anFSAEcar that isdesignedaround the rules andregulationsof theFSAErulebook, the
mainaimof thisproject is tomakecomponents lightweight and improve theirperformanceas compared to
theirOEMcounterparts.Thebraking system involves themathematical calculationofpedal ratio,brake
torque,heatgenerated inbrakediscs, andrequiredclamping forceusingMATLABtoachievepeakdeceleration
afterwhich thesevalueswouldbeused todesignandsimulate the components.Thepaperpresents some
innovativenew ideas applied inanFSAEcarandalso involvesdesigning techniques like topologyoptimization
whichwasdoneusingAltair inspire. Finally, all thecomponentsweredesigned inSolidworks, andsimulations
likeFactorof safety, vonmises stress, and strainwereperformedusingANSYS18.1.Thepaperalsocompares
theworkofother authorsaswell andexplains thedifferentiating factorsbetweenourand theirdesign.

Nomenclature

w weight of the vehicle inN

Φ weight distribution at the front axle

μ coefficient of friction of tire

mp coefficient of friction between pad and disc

d Deceleration inG’s

R radius of Tire

h Height of CG

l Wheelbase length

C Clamping force

Arcp
Area of per piston

Fmc Force onMaster Cylinder

Fapp
Force applied

B Brake Torque

P pressure in brake lines

Nt normal load on one tire after weight transfer

Ft Tangential force

Rd radius of the brake disc

n Number of pistons in theCaliper

FSAE formula society of automotive engineers

CAD computer-aided design

OEM original equipmentmanufacturer
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1. Introduction

Brakes are a crucial part of any automobile, the performance of automotive braking systems are subjected to high
loads during short intervals. For designing a race car brake assembly there are various technical requirements,
such as the componentsmust be as lightweight as possible for improving acceleration or deceleration and better
handling characteristics, since we are concernedwith braking all the components should be designed or selected
to operate at peak deceleration. A racecar brake system consists of several components such as the brake pedal,
brake lines, calipers, discs, they should be strong enough towithstand high structural and thermal loads and
deliver peak performancewithout compromising reliability. These components need to be designed in such a
way to ensure they are feasible tomanufacture, easy to access and assemble. If optimized properly small
improvements inweight and braking distance can reduce lap times in seconds.

In this paper, the design and analysis of a race car braking system are being discussed. The race car is an FSAE
car that is designed around the rules and regulations for FSAE. The braking system involves themathematical
calculation ofmax achievable deceleration, pedal ratio, brake torque, and required clamping force to achieve
peak performance after which the actual designing and simulation part starts. The paper also presents some
unique features such as the dual pedal ratio brake rail, allowing the driver to have awider range of pedal feel and
deceleration rates depending upon their deriving styles. Newdesign techniques like topology optimization have
also been used, topology optimization is a computationalmethodology that produces such organic-looking
shapes intended to optimize the component layoutwithin given space constraints for a given set of loading and
boundary conditions tomaximize the performance of the component.

2. Literature review

Various research papers related to designing and analysing various parts under the Braking systemwere studied
and discussed below. In some papers, the author has focused on how to calculate brake pedal geometry and how
to design a pedal box for an FSAE car keeping inmind driver safety, ergonomics, performance, and
manufacturability [1]. Some papers worked on the design and analysis of pedal assembly for an FSAE car and
helped to identify various design constraints for designing the pedals, such asmaintaining proper distance
between each pedal from an ergonomics and ease of assembly point of view [2]. In a paper published by the
University of Akron [3], the authorworked on determining themaximumdeceleration then designing
components like pedal assembly and brake disc, a detailed explanationwas also provided by the author for each
step and challenges for designing the pedal box and brake disc for an FSAE carwas also explained. For themaster
cylinder and brake caliper decisionmatrices weremade and factors for selecting these components was also
explained.

Designing a two-part custom caliper is not new among formula student teams reason being, easy to design
andmanufacture. According to Sergent, N et al [4] calipersmust be stiff, light and heat resistant Brake caliper
requires acceptable stress and deflection undermultiple load. A slight crack can result in instant brakefluid leak
and calipermalfunction therefore, a stiff design provides better load distributionwhich ensures shorter brake
pedal travel, ride quality and vehicle safety. Various papers, explain the process of designing andmanufacturing
was explained by Ingale et al [5], such as the type of seals,materials, and components used tomake a custom
caliper. Nikhil PratapWagh [6] in their paper explained the design and analysis process of a brake caliper, the
paper describes FEManalysis such as structural and thermal which showed various stress points and hinted at
possible ways of failure as well. Paper presented byGolhar, S. P et al [7]designed a hydraulic brake caliper for
ATVRacing competitions. The proposed designwas a 2-pistonmonoblock caliper. The result of this was an
optimized brake caliper thatwas lightweight and provided adequate braking torque for efficient braking in a
hostile racing environment.

Research paper byKush Soni et al [8] the authors discussed various calculations for brake force, brake
torque, brake disc, and brake bias. Also, caliper selection and design and analysis of brake discs are performed.
Mohd.Usama, Gagan Singhal [9] gave an insight on developing a desired braking system for a high-performance
race car for the competition. Various calculation like brake forces, clamping force, and heat dissipation by disc is
discussed in this paper.

While designing brake discs various points have to be kept inmind as explained byThuresson, A. [10] the
paper explains differentmodes of failure one of the common reasons being improper geometric designwhich
gives rise to thermal judder and results in failure due to conning, butterfly or corrugated effects. the paper also
explains detrimental effects of hot spots which is a result of non uniformheat distribution in the disc which
causes stress concentration and ultimately failure.
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2.1. Knowledge gained and gaps in the literature
After reviewing the literature, the following informationwas obtained

• Various conditions that govern the designing of the Braking systemwere understood and the analysis
procedure was also studied.

• The braking system is very closely related to the safety of the automobile and hencemust be designed to
uphold even in theworst possible scenarios.

• All the necessary calculations involved in the designwere also reviewed.

The aforementionedworks despite being informative on various topics but lagged in the following
departments

• Designing for better packaging

• Cost-effective development of parts

• OptimizingDesign for lighter parts/assemblies

• Propermathematical calculations for each of the components

• thermal simulations for disc lagged stress inclusion as that would have providedmore realistic results.

Hence, the objective of this paper is to design and develop a lightweight assembly as compared to existing
OEMbrakes components, to improve a race car’s performance by reducing the unsprungmasswhichwould
improve the handling of the car. This would also reduce the polarmoment of inertia whichwouldmake the car
more agile on turns and hence improve lap time.

2.1.1. OEMparts pose the following problems

• GenerallyHeavy

• Require additional packaging space (are Bulky)

• Are notflexible according to designers preferences

• Some are not cost-effective when compared tomanufacturing in-house.

Following the aforementioned points, the designing and analysis of the parts will be donewith the following
objectives

• To reduce the overall weight of the Braking System

• To improve on the existing braking systems used on Formula Student racecars

• Toprovide consistent braking.

3.Methodology

The design process for the braking systemwas initializedwith the acquisition of various parameters like
wheelbase, CG (Center of gravity) location, coefficient of friction, etc (table 1). This is followed by calculation and
various steps as shownbelow

As shown in the aboveflowchart (figure 1) after getting themax deceleration, the braking force and torque
are computed by taking themaximumpermissible brake disc radius where the calipermaintains a gap of 5 mm
from thewheel rim. For the brake caliper, the aim is to design a 2 piston caliper for the rear axle of the car so
calculations, assumptions and disc designs are explained only for the rear axle. After getting the disc radius the
required clamping force, pressure in brake lines and pedal ratio can be calculated. these calculations were done
by keeping inmind the FSAE rules and various other constraints such as geometric and human limitations
which are denoted as system constraints in the above flowchart. Once the calculation part is overmaterial
selection is done based on a performancematrix andfinally, CADmodelling and FEA simulation are performed
to ensure theworking of the designwithin safety limits. To prove the benefits of the designs presented in this
paper a comparison is also donewith other existing designs.
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3.1. Calculations
3.1.1.Max deceleration calculation
MaximumDeceleration is an important variable in the designing of a brake system as it determines the amount
of load transfer and hence quantifies the amount of clamping force that will be required on eachwheel assembly.

Since a tire is not a rigid structure it is a deformable body and has a chemical adhesionwith the track surface
so the variation of coefficient of frictionwith normal load isn’t linear. Therefore, to compute themax
deceleration the below Simulinkmodel (figure 2)was used. In thismodel, the tire data is entered as provided by
themanufacturer then the continuous loop is iterated until we get ourmax deceleration value. This loop
includes equations forweight transfer & corresponding lateral and longitudinal forces transform functions [11]
which further gives themaximumachievable deceleration value of 1.6 g’s.

( ) ( ) ( )/= ´ ´Weight Transfer Wt w d h l 1

( ) ((( ) ) )) ( )/ m= - F ´  ´ ´Braking force at front rear axle w Wt1 9.8 2

3.1.2. Brake torque and disc radius calculations
Brake torque specifies the amount of torque required to stop the tire from rotating and thus bring it in locking
condition. Disc Radius helps quantify the amount of clamping force to be generated by each caliper, as greater
the radius lesser the clamping force. There are some necessary calculations required to set boundary conditions
for the disc, firstly tofind the brake disk and then the radius of the disc. The brake disc radius was selected by
taking themaximumpermissible radius where there is at least an 8 mmgap between the 10-inch rim and the
closest brake caliper surface. By doing sowe got:

outer diameter=166 mm
effective disc radius (Rd)=146 mm, disc width=40 mm

( ) ( )f
=

´ 
Nt

w Wt

2
3

( ) ( )m m´ ´ = ´ ´Brake Torque p C Rd Nt R 4

From equations (3) and (4) [12]we also get clamping force for the caliper and disc simulation

Figure 1.Design processflowchart.

Table 1.Vehicle parameters.

Parameter Value

carweight 300 kg

static weight distribution(Front/Rear) 47/53

Tire Radius 0.235 m

CGheight 0.3 m

Wheelbase 1.55 m

Tire coefficient of friction (dry condition) 1.6

coefficient of friction between pad and disc 0.4
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3.1.3. Brake pedal geometry design
Since the amount of force required on brake pedal is very highwe require a leveragemechanism tomultiply the
input force hence pedal ratio geometry is introduced tomultiply the input force so for ex- if the pedal ratio is set
at 5 itmeans that the output force is 5 times the input force. There exist various arrangements inwhich the brake
pedal,Master cylinder, pivots, etc can be arranged. In this case, we decided to use an angled arrangement of the
pedal geometry(a basic arrangement is shown infigure 3(b)) as it is very compact and lightweight as compared to
other arrangements as explained by Puhn F [12], But it’s one disadvantage is a varying pedal ratio with travel. It is
necessary tominimize the deviation as even a slight deviation in the pedal ratio will affect the input force of the
master cylinder eventually leading to inconsistent braking force. Various arrangements were iterated using CAD
software andMATLAB to reach the decided values of pedal ratio and thenmicro-adjustments were done to
minimize the deviation in the pedal ratio.

Thefinal decided angled arrangement of geometrymentioned infigure 3was selected as it provided the
following benefits

• Compact Packaging

• Minimal deviation in the value of Pedal Ratio Iterations of various pedal geometries are donewith the
MATLAB code shown infigure 4 to help better visualize the change in the Pedal ratio and deviation in its
values. According to Limpert, R. [11], a driver can comfortably generate an input pedal force of 445 N. So the
value of 445 Nwas taken as input force to approximate the pedal ratio value to generate the required brake line
pressure for producing the calculated clamping force (equation (4)) to generatemax deceleration of 1.6 g’s.
Themathematical formula used for calculating the pedal ratio is shownbelow.

х
х х ( )

( )=Pedal Ratio
L mcl

b m Csin
5

As shown infigure 3(b) in equation (5) [12], L=length of pedal.
Mcl=master cylinder length
b=distance between pivot point and balance bar
m=distance between pivot point andmaster cylinder C=angle between b andm
After various iterations, two geometries were selected, the graphs of pedal ratio versus angle of travel for the

two geometries are shown infigure 5, which shows the deviation achieved betweenmax andmin values of pedal
ratio when the brake pedal is fully actuated. Two pedal ratios are shown to incorporate the concept of dual pedal
ratio discussed in the upcoming section. Following are the graphs showing the deviation achieved after the brake
pedal is fully actuated.

Figure 2. Simulinkmodel formaximumdeceleration.
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3.2.Material selection
The factors influencing thematerial selection for Brake pedal andCaliper are:

• Density: Affects theweight of the component

• Yield strength: Defines the strength of the component and hence the load-bearing capacity

• Machinability: Affects the cost ofmachining and eventuallymanufacturing.

And for the brake disc the required properties are:

• Strength: Defines the strength of the component and hence the load-bearing capacity.

• Thermal Conductivity: the property of amaterial to allow the flowof heat and disperse it in surrounding air.

• SpecificGravity: affects theweight of the component

• WearRate: defines volume lost per unit distance, which is important for brake discs.

• SpecificHeat: defines the amount of energy required to raise the temperature by one degC.

• FrictionCoefficient: it is the coefficient of friction between the discmaterial and brake pad the higher the value
the better thematerial.

Figure 3.Brake pedal geometry (a), labelled diagramof pedal geometry (b).

Figure 4.MATLAB code for pedal ratio iteration.
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Based on these factors a Performancematrix wasmade to compare thematerials, eachmaterial property was
scaled out of 100 and summed up to get thefinal score. to better represent these performancematrix graphs are
shownbelow.

Figure 5.Pedal ratio versus angle of travel graph.

Figure 6.Material selectionmatrix for caliper and pedal assembly.
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The above graph (figure 6)was used to selectmaterials for the brake caliper and pedal assembly, three
potentialmaterials were selected namely Al 7075T6,mild steel, titanium. Titaniumhas a better strength-to-
weight ratio whichwouldmake it an idealmaterial for the application butmachining of titanium is difficult and
costly, therefore the decisionmatrix helped to conclude that Al 7075-T6was the bestmaterial available to
manufacture the Brake Pedal andCaliper. Similarly, the factors that influence thematerial selection of Brake
Discs were noted and a comparisonmatrix wasmade from this decisionmatrix, we saw twomaterials that were
equally goodwhichwereGCI(grey cast iron) andAISI 4140 (figure 7), for brake disc applicationGCIwould have
been a better option because of its slightly higher specific heat and conductivity value, butmachining ofGCI is a
bit difficult because of its relatively higher hardness and low toughness. Thus, it was concluded that AISI 4140
was the bestmaterial available for the BrakeDiscs.

3.3. Pedal assembly design
Themain objectives behind designing the Pedal assemblywere

• Tomount the assembly on a chassismember instead of a baseplate for better stress distribution

• Tomake the overall assembly lighter

Figure 7.Material selectionmatrix for brake disc.

Figure 8. pedal assembly.
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• To implement the concept of a dual pedal ratio

• To enhance adjustability

• To be cost-effective

The pedal consists of brake and throttle pedal as shown in figure 8, clutch pedal is not shown as the race car
uses pneumatic shifting but for comparison purposes clutch pedal is also considered in a three-pedal assembly.
The overall weightmeasured inCAD software (Solidworks 2018) of thefinished custom assemblywas found to
be 676 grams (not including the tabs required tomount the assembly to the chassis,master cylinder, and
retraction springs). The process of designing and simulating is explained in the upcoming sections which started
by computing the pedal ratio as explained in section 3.1.3.

3.3.1. Brake pedal design
The decided Pedal Geometry from figure 6 is used as themainframe to design the Brake pedal. According to the
FSAE rule book, the brake pedal should be able towithstand a force of 2000N so the design needs to be strong
enough to bear this load and have sufficient stiffness, some otherConstraints while designing the brake
pedal were:

• Pedal length is decided according toDriver’s feet length

• Sufficient space is for thefit and assembly of the Brake Bias.

• Sufficient strength and stiffness towithstand 2000Nof force

• feasible formanufacturing.

Following the above points, various iterationsweremade, and ultimately, a general structure was designed,
onwhich topology optimizationwas done usingAltair Inspire Software to obtain the above-shown result in
figure 9. By performing topology optimization [13]wewere able to observe the load paths (figure 9(b)) and
provide strength in those regionswhile keeping theweight asminimumas possible. Since the topology
optimized result is non-machinable it would require advancedmanufacturing technologies like additive
manufacturing (3Dprinting)which are very costly especially consideringMetal 3D printing. So it was decided to
study the structure of the topology optimization and embody it into amachinable form. Thus, resulting in a
finalized brake pedal shown infigure 10. Thefinal pedalmade fromAl 7075T6, a detailed decisionmatrix for
material selection is explained in a later section, thefinal pedal weighted only 125.14 grams.

Figure 9. Initial pedal structure(a), Topology optimized result(b).
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Figure 10. Finalized Brake Pedal.

Figure 11. Structural simulations.
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as shown infigure 10 various positions have been labelled in the picture which represent the following
points:

1. pedal face

2.master cylindermounting point

3. pedal pivot point

3.3.1.1. Simulation
The pedal is simulated by applying a force of 2000N (asmentioned in the FSAE rule book) on the pedal face and
giving the boundary conditions of Cylindrical support for balance bar bearing and fixed supports at the bottom
tomount the pedal. The following results are obtained for the F.O.S, stress, deformation, and strain simulations
(figure 11). From the simulation results, we can see that because of topology optimization the stress is distributed
all over the pedal body and there are no stress concentration points which leads to higher fatigue life as well; there
are very few blue regionswhich proves the effectiveness of the technique and allow the pedal to be so lightweight.

3.3.2. Brake rail design
PresentlyF1 carshave advanced technologies that allow thePedal ratio tobe changedactively.Thiswas takenas an
inspiration todesign theBrake rail. The availability ofmultiple pedal ratios allows thedriver tohave apreferenceover
the spectrumofdeceleration that hewill experiencewhile brakingbasedondriving style of different drivers. Thus to
initialize the concept ofmultiple pedal ratios two-pedal ratiosweredecided as shown infigures 3(a) and5which shows
the twopedal geometries andgraphofpedal ratiodeviationversus angle of travel respectively.Aneccentricwas
designed to act as apivot point for theMasterCylinder andprovide roomfor thepedal ratio adjustment. PedalRatio
canbe changedby adjusting theEccentric(figure12) in twodifferentfixedpositions.The lateralmovementof the
Eccentric is eliminatedbyproviding grooves forCirclips.Thiswayof implementationofmultiplepedal ratiowasnot
only effective but also lightweight andmuchmore compact thananF1car’s assembly.Thisflexibility inbraking
performance aims to accommodatedifferent driverswithdifferent braking styles resulting inmore consistent, precise,
andcontrolledbraking.Thefinal assembly is shown infigure 13.

Figure 12.Eccentric(1- circlip groove,2-master cylindermounting point).

Figure 13.Assembled Brake Rail.
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3.3.2.1. Simulation
The force calculations for the Brake Rail are done by using the Pedal ratio and the boundary conditions applied
werefixed support at themounting points and an input force of 9200 N at themaster cylindermounting point at
the eccentric. Static structural analysis was performed to get ameasure of FOS, stress, and deformation
(figure 14).

3.3.3. Throttle and clutch pedal design
The throttle pedal was designed under the following constraints

• Pedal length should be decided according to the driver’s feet length

• The pedal should be lightweight

• Provide sufficient stiffness to avoid flexing in extreme conditions

• Should provide sufficient torsional strength as the cable is attached to a bracket on the pedal

Figure 14. Structural simulation brake rail.
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After iterating the design of pedals it was noted thatmany throttle pedals possess similar profiles in side view.
On doing a structural analysis it was seen that the said profile provided a good load/stress transfer path and

hencewas incorporated in the design(figure 15).

Figure 15.Throttle/Clutch pedal(a), F.O.S=1.3 (b).

Figure 16. Final custom caliper (a), exploded view of the caliper (b).
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3.3.3.1. Simulation
TheThrottle pedal and clutch pedal were simulatedwith the input force as 445 N as given by Limpert, R. [11]
and giving thefixed support at the pivot and at the cable holder bracket which is connected to the throttle body at
intake.

3.4. Brake caliper design
The constraints for Brake caliper design are generally derived from the stock caliper taken as a reference which is
theWilwoodPS1 caliper. The designmajorly focuses on reducing theweight without having any adverse effect
on its strength.

The design constraints for caliper are

• Type of caliper (i.e. Opposed Piston type, two-piston- one on each side, fixedwith axialmounting)

• Caliper replacement is immediate hence themounting pointsmust be the same

• The caliper should be accommodatedwithin the confined space of thewheel rim and the brake disc with
sufficient clearances.

• The caliper should be able towithstand the pressure of 750.73 psi.

• The caliper should have two bleed screws on opposite sides so that it can bemounted on any side of the car.

Amajor change to achieve the above goals was tomake the calipermonoblock (figure 16) instead of a 2-piece
to enhance the resistance to bendingmoments improving the overall structural strength and alsomaking caliper
lightweight. The calculation for the clamping force generated by the caliper can be found from equations (4) or
(5) below.

( ) ( )= ´ ´C Clamping Force n Arcp P 6

from the equation (6) [11] total force was found to be 5081.62 N

3.4.1. Simulation
The calculated pressure was applied to the piston housing area andfixed support was applied at themounting
point for static structural analysis to obtain the FOS, stress, strain, and deformation results. The critical task in
the caliperwas designing the bridge because it is the regionwhere themajority of bending and compressive stress
occurs [14]. Having less stiffness therewill result in a softer pedal feel as deflection increases andwith the
periodic load, it will ultimately fail due to lower fatigue strength. From the simulation results, it can be seen how
stress is distributed uniformly around the bridge balancing good stiffness, FOS, and lowweight, which are the
benefits of having amonoblock caliper.

Having amonoblock caliper usually results in less weight as there are fewer parts involved in assembling the
caliper such as bolts at the junction of the two halves, having amonoblock caliper also eliminates any chance of
leakage at the junction area [15]. From the simulation results, we found the results of F.O.S,max strain ,max
stress andmax deformation asmentioned infigures 17–20 respectively. frompast experiences in designing
calipers whichwas of a two-part caliper we achieved a F.O.S of 1.45 for that design and the part lastedmore than
one season even though it had poor load distribution than this caliper (figure 17) so, it was decided that the
current value of F.O.S is in an acceptable range and safe to use.

Figure 17. F.O.S: 1.3.
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3.5. Brake disc design
The initial stepwas to choose the type of disc to be designed. Floating type disc was selected as it is better at
managing thermal stresses by reducing chances of thermal juddering and also because they could accommodate
anymanufacturing defects inwheel assembly andwork properly.

Themajor objectives while designing BrakeDiscs were

• Better thermalmanagement

• Weight reduction

• Floating type

The constraints derived for the design of the brake disc were:

Figure 19.Max. Stress: 214.89 MPa.

Figure 20.Max.Deformation: 0.2mm.

Figure 18.Max. Strain: 0.002 m m−1.
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• Since theDisc will be assembled on thewheel hub inside thewheel rim, sufficient clearances are to be given in
the design

• Provision of Slots andfloral patterns for better thermalmanagement as slots improve airflow andfloral
pattern increase disc surface area

• Giving sufficient thickness to endure the clamping and shear force developedwhile braking.

keeping these factors inmind thefinal CADdesign of disc is shownbelow (figure 21).

3.5.1. Simulation
The input forces and the heat generatedwere calculated usingMATLAB andmanual calculations. Themax shear
forcewas computed from the clamping forcewhichwas found to be 4500 N (figure 22)whichwas applied on the

Figure 21.CADmodel of the brake disc.

Figure 22. Structural simulation of the brake disc.
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brake pad profile area, and at peak deceleration, heat fluxwas computed to be 18000W/m^2whichwas applied
on the surface of the brake disc. After applying these loads simulation results were obtained as shown in
figure 22.

Since Braking converts the kinetic energy of the vehicle into heat energy, the kinetic energy of the vehicle is
obtained by equation (7) [10]:

( ) ( )w
= +Heat generated H

mv I2

2

2

2
7

Here,m=dynamicweight at one tire, v=velocity of the car, I=moment of inertia of onewheel assembly,
ω= angular velocity of thewheel. This was taken as the input heat energy and divided into the front and rear
brake discs, so for onewheel the heat generated simulation results prove that the designworks and is safe as it can
withstand peak loads andmanage the thermal energy keeping the temperature lower than the boiling point of
the brakefluid (Dot 5.1).

For the thermal simulation (figure 23) to get amore precise result pre-stress conditions of the structural
simulationwas applied and the coefficient of heat transfer between disc and air was taken forflowing air at 38 km
h−1 instead of stationary air as it is an average velocity that we observed during an FSAE endurance event.

4. Comparison

4.1. Pedal assembly
TheOEMassembly (figure 24)designed by Tilton [16] a popular choice among formula student teamswas
observed to be 66%heavier than the custom-designed assembly (figure 8)whichwas only 676 grams (not
including the tabs required tomount the assembly to the chassis,master cylinder, retraction springs)
considering the clutch pedal as well for three-pedal configurations.

the custompedal assembly also provided additional features such as:

• Adjustable according to driver’s height

• The tunable pedal ratio for achieving different pedal responses suited to different drivers.

Figure 23.Thermal simulation of the brake disc.
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In comparisonwith the pedal assemblies (as shown in table 2) from the authors of various research papers,
the assemblywas 40%–65% lighterhence complementing our objectives. The pedal assembly designed by
GalbinceaN.D. [17]weighed 1.9 kgwhichwas 65%heavier(considering throttle and brake pedal only) as
compared to our designed pedal assembly. This weight was not including themaster cylinder and other sensors.

The pedal Assembly designed byHathcock, C., &Munden [18]weighed 1.7 kg andwas 60% (considering
throttle and brake pedal only)heavier as compared to our designed assembly. This design had a very bulky
throttle pedal and assemblymounting systemwhichwas the reason for its higherweight. The pedal assembly
also lacked adjustability features as compared to our design. Another pedal assembly by Zarizambri BinAhmad
[2]weighed about 2 kg and individual components like pedal face, throttle/clutch cablemounting bracket were
welded together this not onlymade the assembly heavy but heat affected zones developed due toweldingwould
weaken the part and result in early failure. This pedal assembly not only was heavy but also lacked features like
adjustability and tunable pedal ratio.

Such significantweight reduction in the pedal assembly presented by this paperwas possible due to the usage
of new techniques such as topology optimization andDFMA(Design ForManufacturing andAssembly)which
led to these improvements. This comparison showed the benefits of the pedal assembly design presented in this
paper(figure 8) such as adjustability to accommodate drivers of different heights and tunability of pedal ratio for
different brake pedal responses and awider spectrumof deceleration.

Figure 25.Wilwood PS1 caliper.

Figure 24.OEMTilton pedal assembly.
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4.2. Brake caliper
On comparing the Brake caliper to theOEMWilwoodPS1 caliper [19] (figure 25)which is a commonOEM
caliper seen in formula student cars the following differences were observed-

• Wilwood PS1 calipers weighed 450 g(Approx), the custom caliper (figure 16)was 61% lighter.

• TwoBleed ports were given tomake the caliper ambidextrous weremissing in theOEMcaliper.

• Beingmonoblock the designed caliper tackles the bendingmoment at the bridge better than theOEM two
Piece caliper and also less number of parts thanOEMcaliper resulted in less weight.

Caliper design by Phad,D et al [20] had a total weight of 398 gramswhich is 56% heavier than our custom
caliper and had a total deformation of 0.4 mm.The caliper designed by Ingale S et al [5] had an overall weight of
372 gramswhichwas 52%heavier and had total deformation of 0.7 mm.More details of comparison can be seen
in table 3.

This comparison proved the effectiveness of the custom caliper presented by the paper as it was lightweight
asmentioned previously and being amonoblock calipermuch stiffer which can also be proved by looking at the
deformation and stress regions& values(figures 19 and 20), the designwas also safe as it had acceptable F.O.S as
shown infigure 17.

5. Conclusion

The paper studies the design and analysis of an FSAE vehicle’s brake systemwhich includes pedal assembly,
brake caliper, and brake disc, and also compare it to itsOEMcounterparts as well and presents a comparison
with other existing customdesigns as explained in the comparison section of the paper.

Thefinal designed custompedal assemblywas found to be 66% lighter than the Tilton 900 series pedal
assembly and about 40%–65% lighter than other existing pedal assemblies this was possible by applying
principles ofDFMA and techniques like topology optimization, the brake pedal was designed so as towithstand
force upto 2000N. The pedal assembly also incorporated a novel design of dual pedal ratio brake rail through
which the driver can select between his suitable pedal ratio according to the track conditionswhich can provide
an edge over other formula student cars, in future this system can also bemotorizedwhichwould result in
dynamic change of pedal ratio according to any corner through a button on steeringwheel, another benefit of
the custompedal assemblywas that it was adjustable to accommodate drivers of different height.

The custom two-piston brake calipers had hugeweight savings which onlyweighed 172 grams andwas
61%–50% lighter thanOEMand other designs, less weight improves acceleration but will also improve the car’s
handling characteristics as it decreases the polarmoment of inertia of the car. The caliper canwithstand the
pressure ofmore than 750.73 psi which gives a clamping force of 5081 N and provide deceleration upto 1.6 g.
Theweight reduction resulted in volume reduction of the caliper which allowsmore air to enter around it
resulting in better cooling as well.

Table 3.Caliper comparison.

Parameters

OEMWilwood

caliper Custom caliper

Weight 431 g 172 g

type two part caliper monoblock

additional

features

no unique

features

ambidextrous with 2

bleed ports

Table 2.Pedal assembly comparison.

Parameters OEMassembly

Custompedal

assembly

Weight 2.3kg 676g

adjustability no adjustability upto 50mm

additional

features

no unique features tunable pedal ratio
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For the brake disc, necessary calculation and iterationweremade so that itmeets the required targets of
keeping themax temperature well below the boiling point of the brakefluid, having sufficient structural strength
towithstand a shear force of 4500 N, disc design also took care of accommodating anymanufacturing errors and
axial forces bymaking afloating type disc design. These gains fromdifferent areas of the car’s braking system
may appear small but summing up all these gains will put a significant improvement to the car’s performance.
Hence, a competitive packagewas successfully developedwhich can surely reduce lap times for a race car.
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